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Transmission of low-energy„<10 eV… H1 and D1 ions through ultrathin rare-gas films

Markus B. Raschke* and Theodore E. Madey†

Department of Physics & Astronomy and Laboratory for Surface Modification, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854-8019

~Received 10 March 1998!

The transmission of low-energy (<10 eV) H1 and D1 ions through ultrathin films of Kr and Xe has been
studied to address the underlying scattering and charge-transfer processes. The ions are produced by means of
electron stimulated desorption~ESD! from a water-bilayer covered (H2O or D2O) Ru~0001! surface. Their
yield as a function of overlayer film thickness is measured using a digital time-of-flight electron stimulated
desorption ion angular distribution detector. Film thicknesses are determined using thermal desorption spec-
troscopy. The small structural difference of the H2O compared to the D2O film on Ru affects the shape of the
rare-gas thermal-desorption spectra. About 10% of the ESD ions are transmitted through 2 ML of Kr or Xe
with no significant difference in the transmissivity of H1 and D1. The attenuation is discussed in terms of
elastic scattering and charge-transfer neutralization processes.@S0163-1829~98!01147-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently a number of experiments have been perform
to address the fundamental issue of the transmission be
ior of low-energy ions (< 10 eV! through the surface layer
of a solid.1–6 The goal is to identify the underlying energy
and charge-transfer processes that affect the ion trans
through these layers. To date the interactions of positive
negative ions (O1, F1, and F2) with ultrathin films of con-
densed gases~Ar, Kr, Xe, H2O, and NH3) have been studied
The desorption both of neutrals~including metastables! and
ions from a surface can be induced via electronic excitati
by the interaction of electrons, photons, or ions with t
solid;7,8 these processes are termed desorption induced
electronic transitions~DIET!. Although it is commonly as-
sumed that most of these desorbing species originate f
the top surface layer,9,10 recent results indicate that the e
cape depth for ions and neutrals can be up to 10 ML de
depending on the ion and overlayer.1–5

The issue of the depth of origin of ions is fundamental
investigations of DIET from adsorbates or compound s
faces. Other areas of surface and interface science wher
understanding of ion transport through surface layers is
portant are electrochemistry, plasma processing, and su
photochemistry.

In measurements in our laboratory of ion transmiss
through films, the ions are generated by electron stimula
desorption~ESD! from a compound surface. This results in
low-energy ion beam with a well-defined energy and angu
distribution. The thin solid films ranging from a fraction
monolayer to several monolayers in thickness are conde
onto the substrate. The yield of the desorbing ions is m
sured after they have traveled through these layers. In
present paper, we address the transmission of H1 and D1

ions through ultrathin rare-gas films. Condensed rare ga
represent the simplest physisorbed systems and H1 and D1

are the most fundamental ions. Due to their large rela
mass difference a possible isotope effect should most ea
be detectable compared to other ions.
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~23!/15832~6!/$15.00
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PREPARATION
OF THE SUBSTRATE

The experiments have been performed in an ultrah
vacuum ~UHV! chamber ~base pressure'1.531028 Pa)
equipped with instruments for surface analysis includ
thermal-desorption spectroscopy~TDS!, Auger-electron
spectroscopy, and low-energy ion scattering. A resist
anode-based two-dimensional electron stimulated desorp
ion angular distribution~ESDIAD! detector with time of
flight ~TOF! capability allows the mass- and angle-resolv
detection of the desorption yields of the ions and also
acquisition of low-energy electron diffraction patterns.
quadrupole mass spectrometer~QMS! used for TDS can also
be used for the detection of positive ions. Due to the sh
distance from sample to detector and the width of the kine
energy distribution of the desorbing ions, H1 and D1 cannot
be completely resolved in TOF. However, the ionic pur
could be verified in separate measurements with the QM

For the experiments described here, a single crystal ru
nium sample of;1 cm diameter with a~0001! surface was
used. By means of a closed-cycle helium refrigerator
sample can be cooled to;35 K; it can be heated to 1600 K
by electron bombardment for cleaning. The experimen
setup and the sample preparation and cleaning proce
have been described in detail previously.11

The protons desorb from the ruthenium surface tha
covered with a bilayer of water molecules. This system h
been well characterized and described in the literature.12–15

In order to prepare a saturated bilayer on the Ru~0001! sur-
face water is adsorbed at a sample temperature of;150 K,
which corresponds to the temperature of multilayer deso
tion. This ensures that a saturated bilayer can grow, whic
confirmed using TDS. Our spectra of both H2O and D2O
show essentially the same features as described in the li
ture. A striking difference in the TDS spectra of H2O and
D2O on Ru~0001! was first reported in 1987 by Schmit
et al.16 As discussed in the literature14,15 the H2O bilayer
forms a domain structure with boundaries that have a dif
ent structure compared to the inner domain area. In cont
15 832 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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the D2O bilayer covers the surface more uniformly and do
not form a similar domain structure. The small difference
the structure of the H2O compared to the D2O bilayer has an
interesting impact on the shape of the TDS curves of the
gases desorbing from that substrate, and is described la

Figure 1 shows schematically the essence of the exp
ment. The adsorption of a bilayer of water molecules lead
a hydrogen-terminated topmost layer, with O-H bonds o
ented on average perpendicular to the surface.12 The data for
the H1 and D1 transmission experiments are recorded w
the ESDIAD detector at a positive sample bias voltage
1100 V and a substrate temperature of;35 K. A primary
electron-beam energy of 300 eV with an electron flux
;231013 cm22 is used. The molecules from the topmo
layer produce H1 ESD ions emitted with a symmetric angu
lar distribution with its maximum normal to the surfac
~FWHM'40°) in qualitative agreement with previou
results.18 The ion kinetic-energy distribution is peake
around.4 eV.17 Using the TOF capability of our system
and the quadrupole mass spectrometer, H1 ions are identi-
fied to be the only ionic species emitted by ESD of H2O. D1

ions are generated from the heavy-water-covered surface
H1 impurity in the desorbing D1 ions is found to be ap-
proximately 10%.

III. TDS OF RARE GASES FROM THE
WATER-COVERED Ru „0001… SURFACE

The rare gas is dosed reproducibly onto the water-cove
crystal through a directed doser equipped with a capill
array plate. The high purity rare gases are further purifi
using a liquid-nitrogen-cooled trap to remove possible tra
of residual water. The exposure is measured in units of La
muir (1 L51.3331024 Pa s) using an uncalibrated io
gauge that measures the background pressure.

To determine the rare-gas coverage TDS measurem
are performed. As an example, Fig. 2 shows therm
desorption spectra for various coverages of Kr from the D2O
covered Ru surface. Three desorption peaks can be reso
of which the first (a1) saturates at an exposure of 0.04 L a
the second (a2) at 0.1 L. In order to relate the exposure a
integrated peak area with the absolute coverage in mono
ers we compare these TDS spectra with those acquired
a clean Ru surface. The spectra from the clean surface a
agreement with those of Schlichting and Menzel.19 From this

FIG. 1. Schematic of experimental approach. Protons cre
via electron stimulated desorption from the water covered Ru
face penetrate through a rare-gas overlayer.
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we conclude that the peaksa1 anda2 together correspond to
the desorption of one monolayer. Peakg corresponds to the
desorption of the multilayers. The rare-gas TDS measu
ments do not affect the water substrate since the desorptio
complete at;60 K, which is well below the onset of the
desorption of H2O from Ru.

The splitting of the monolayer desorption peak might
due to a transition from an incommensurate to a commen
rate overlayer formation: after partial desorption of the fi
monolayer the remaining rare-gas atoms on the surface
relax and form a commensurate layer. The same exposur
Kr dosed onto the H2O or D2O bilayers, respectively, resu
in identical coverages.

Although the structure of the rare-gas monolayer is
measured directly, it is believed that a close-packed fcc~111!
structure is formed.4,6 The estimated number density for K
is ;7.131014 atoms/cm2 and for Xe is ;6.031014

atoms/cm2. Based on the bulk densities of 2.1
31022 cm23 for Kr and 1.6431022 cm23 for Xe,20 we thus
estimate the thickness of a rare-gas monolayer to be 3.
for Kr, and 3.7 Å for Xe.

Figure 3 shows background-subtracted TDS spectra
Kr from the H2O-covered surface; essentially the same
sorption features as in the case of desorption from the D2O
surface~Fig. 2! can be identified. However, there is a sm
but reproducible difference between the desorption beha
of Kr from the H2O and D2O substrate: a small shoulde
indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3, emerges from thea2 peak
of Kr/ H2O. We conclude that the small structural differen
of the D2O compared to the H2O bilayer effects the structure
of the rare gas overlayer. Based on the domain structur
the H2O bilayer14,15 one might expect more complex TD
spectra in the case of the H2O layer. It has been demon
strated recently that the desorption of Ar can be used a

d
r-

FIG. 2. Thermal desorption spectra of Kr from the D2O-bilayer
covered Ru~0001! surface:~a! low and ~b! high coverage.
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nondestructive tool to investigate the structure of an und
lying substrate.21

Similar TDS experiments to determine the rare-gas c
erage were performed with Xe as an overlayer adsorbed
the water-terminated Ru surface. Just as the case of Kr/2O
an additional feature emerging out of thea2 peak is attrib-
uted to the structural difference between the H2O and D2O
bilayers.

IV. RESULTS OF THE H 1 AND D1 TRANSMISSION
EXPERIMENTS THROUGH Kr AND Xe

The adsorption of a rare gas on top of the wat
terminated Ru surface leads to the attenuation of the pro
or deuterons produced by ESD from the underlying wa
bilayer. Figure 4 shows the total angle-integrated relat
yield of protons and deuterons as a function of overla
thickness expressed in ML for Kr on a log-linear plot. T
errors of the measurements are estimated to be of the o
of 60.1 ML for the coverage and;10% for the relative ion
yield. Figure 5 shows the corresponding plot for the tra
mission of protons and deuterons through Xe layers.

The various data points represent different measurem
on different rare-gas films. In measurements from the sa
rare-gas overlayer, we do not observe any dependence o
transmissivity on the electron dose. This indicates that
significant electron-beam damage occurs either of the w
substrate or the rare-gas overlayer. Between measurem
on films of different thickness, the rare-gas overlayer w
removed by heating the sample to the desorption tempera
of the rare gas. The measurements are reproducible f
different water bilayers. Using TDS, it was found that r
peated dosing of rare gas onto the same H2O or D2O film,
followed by desorption, leads to small changes in the wa
desorption spectra, despite the large differences in desorp

FIG. 3. Thermal desorption spectra of Kr from the H2O-bilayer
covered Ru~0001! surface~a! low and ~b! high coverage. See tex
for discussion of small feature indicated by arrow.
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temperature (;100 K) between rare gas and water. The
fore, no more than five transmission experiments using
ferent rare-gas coverages were performed using the same
ter bilayer. For rare-gas coverages up to;2 ML, the data of
Figs. 4 and 5 follow exponential behavior. For rare-gas c
erages above 2 ML, we find that the ESD ion signal tends
an asymptotic value. We believe that this background or
nates from H2O/D2O residual gas molecules either embe
ded in the rare-gas layer during the dosing procedure or
sorbed on top of it. We observe the same behavior for all
transmission experiments with protons or deuterons for c
erages.2 ML of rare gas.

Using the mass spectrometer with its ionizer turned
we can also measure the mass and yield of the ESD i
Compared to the attenuation data acquired with the ESDI
detector we get essentially the same results. A disadvan

FIG. 4. Total H1 and D1 yield as a function of Kr layer thick-
ness. The solid line represents the best fit according to an expo
tial attenuation law.

FIG. 5. Total H1 and D1 yield as a function of Xe layer thick-
ness.
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of this method is that it requires a higher flux of prima
electrons~a factor;103) due to the smaller solid angle o
detection. For D1 through Kr, the attenuation curve appea
to be shifted slightly to higher coverages, which might
caused by a small depletion of the rare-gas layer via ESD
the adsorbed Kr atoms.

At this point it should be noted that the rare-gas overla
is unlikely to cause changes in the H1 or D1 electron-
stimulated desorption probability due to the weak interact
with the water layer. This is supported by the fact that
attenuation behavior is exponential for overlayer film thic
nesses up to 2 ML. The interaction of the primary electr
beam with the rare-gas film should be considered also.
cross sections for ionization of rare-gas atoms by 300
electrons are of the order 10216 cm2, and the electrons hav
not lost a major fraction of their kinetic energy on their pa
sage through the rare-gas layer.3,4 Since the electron-
stimulated desorption process from adsorbed H2O does not
depend strongly on the primary electron energy around
eV, the effect of possible electron-beam energy losses on
H1 (D1) desorption process can be neglected.3,4

To analyze these data we use a continuum model resu
in an exponential attenuation law

F5F0exp~2NRGsexpd!, ~1!

with the attenuation cross sectionsexp, the rare-gas film
thicknessd, and number densityNRG, and the total H1 or
D1 flux F reaching the detector withF0 being the flux at
zero rare-gas coverage. This model is valid only if the ra
gas layer can be described by Poisson statistics meaning
the atoms are randomly distributed in the film. Layerw
growth of the rare-gas film could lead to deviations from t
expected exponential attenuation. The ion transmission
nal for each completed layer would still lie on an exponen
curve, but within one layer the attenuation could beco
linear. However, if the rare gas grows layer by layer w
random adsorption in one layer, Poisson-like attenuation
havior would be obtained if the effective interaction areas
the rare-gas atoms overlap. This can occur if the rare-
atoms in the fractional layer regimes form small clusters
fore the layers are completed.

From Figs. 4 and 5 we observe exponential attenua
and the corresponding cross section can be obtained us

sexp52
1

NRG

]~ ln F!

]d
. ~2!

With NRG andd given in Sec. III for Kr and Xe, we find the
following values for the attenuation cross sections from
data acquired with the ESDIAD detector:

sH1/Kr51.660.2310215 cm2,

sD1/Kr51.660.2310215 cm2,

sH1/Xe51.860.4310215 cm2,

sD1/Xe51.460.3310215 cm2.

The errors associated with these values are dominated b
measurement accuracy and the limited range of the va
for the ion yields. Whatever structural model is assumed
of
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the rare-gas layer~layer-by-layer, random adsorption, etc!,
the derived values for the cross sections do not differ sign
cantly, and are within the error bars indicated above.

From the measurements using the mass spectromete
the ion detector we derive an attenuation cross section for
transmission of D1 through Kr:

sD1/Kr51.460.2310215 cm2.

From this we conclude that within our experimental unc
tainties the attenuation cross sections for protons and de
ons are essentially the same, independent of the rare
type. To understand these results we have to consider
various interaction mechanisms of the ions with neutral
oms.

V. ATTENUATION MODELS

In this section we discuss the various mechanisms of e
tic and inelastic scattering, including charge transfer,
which the ions can be attenuated.

Elastic and inelastic interactions between the ions and
rare-gas atoms determine the transmissivity of the ions.
cause the rare-gas atoms in the solid film interact o
weakly via van der Waals forces, we expect that elastic s
tering between projectile H1 (D1) and target Xe~Kr! can
be described well by a series of binary collisions, and inel
tic processes such as electronic excitations are less im
tant. Large-angle elastic scattering can prevent the ion fr
escaping into the vacuum; it might be trapped in the film
scattered back to the interface and neutralized. Elastic s
tering changes the trajectory and the kinetic energy of
ions. In the case of the transmission of O1 through rare-gas
films it was observed for Xe that the angular distribution
O1 changes due to large-angle scattering;4 for increasing Kr
and Xe film thickness a shift in the O1 energy distribution
towards lower energies is also observed. Based on thes
sults, elastic scattering of O1 was considered to be the dom
nant attenuation mechanism. This was supported by a
lecular dynamics simulation in which it was found that t
attenuation behavior of the low-energy oxygen ions throu
thin Kr and Xe films can be successfully described by ela
collision processes, without considering neutralization.22 A
semiquantitative agreement could be obtained for ion yie
and the energy and angular distributions of the transmi
ions.

Among various possible inelastic processes, charge tr
fer is most likely to occur. Because rare-gas films are w
band-gap insulators, charge-transfer processes are also
described by ion-atom collision models. Consider the role
charge transfer on the attenuation of the hydrogen ions
binary collision, given schematically by

H 1 1 RG→ H 1 RG1 1 d E,

where RG represents the rare gas anddE is the energy defec
of the reaction. For an endoergic reaction involving a lo
energy ion and a value ofdE comparable to or larger tha
the collision energy, the reaction rate is zero. For exoer
reactions, charge transfer is possible.23 Proton-scattering ex-
periments with collision energies between 3 and 60 eV w
performed on He, Ne, Ar, and Kr in the gas phase24 and
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relative differential cross sectionss(u) were measured. Cal
culations for the system H1 1 Kr at a collision energy of 6
eV ~Ref. 24! show that the experimental values can be
plained on the basis of a purely elastic collision mechani
For higher energies up to 5 keV, both experimental and t
oretical evidence for charge transfer in the H1 1 Kr system
have been found.25–27

In comparing our results with the O1 transmission experi-
ments, we focus on the coverage regimes<2 ML of rare
gas. For growth of closed packed,~111!-like rare-gas layers
atomic ‘‘channels’’ exist for the first 2 ML, through which
the ions can be transmitted.4,6 As the third layer forms, the
channels are blocked by additional rare-gas atoms, and
O1 transmission probability decreases. For covera
<2 ML of Kr and Xe, the attenuation cross section for O1

was found to besO1/RG.0.4310215 cm2.3,4,28 In contrast,
the cross sections for attenuation of H1 and D1 by <2 ML
of rare gas are about a factor of 4 larger than for O1.

If elastic scattering of H1 (D1) is the dominant attenua
tion mechanism, as is believed to be the case for O1, we
would expect the H1 (D1) interactions with the rare-gas a
oms to be somewhat comparable to O1. The ionization en-
ergies of O1 and H1 are nearly the same~13.6 eV!, so the
scattering interactions arising from polarization of the
~Kr! target atoms by the projectile atoms should be v
similar. Since the momentum transfer cross section can
written in terms of the center of mass energy only, the cr
sections are equal for the same center-of-mass energy.
energy isEAMB /(MB1MA) whereA andB are the incident
and target particles, andEA the incident energy. For O1 or
H1 on Kr or Xe, the mass factor is sufficiently close to un
so that the two ions have nearly the same center-of-m
energies and the momentum transfer/diffusion cross sect
should be essentially the same. Thus, our observation
there is a significantly larger attenuation cross section
H1 (D1) than for O1 does not appear consistent with
simple binary collision, elastic scattering picture. Other fa
tors that need to be considered include multiple-scatte
collisions that could exacerbate the small mass effect, or
fact that the target atoms are weakly bound to each other
are not free. Another point concerns the initial angular d
tribution of H1 and O1 ions. Whereas a quite narrow distr
bution (FWHM.14°) was found for O1 ~Ref. 4! the H1

distribution is much broader (FWHM.40°). Since O1 has
higher momentum than H1 at the same energy, and a na
rower initial angular distribution than H1, the O1 may be
able to penetrate through the ‘‘channels’’ in the rare-gas l
ers for thicknesses<2 ML more easily than can H1. This
may give rise to higher measured cross section values
H1 (D1) attenuation than for O1 attenuation. However, the
close similarity of the values for the cross sections as de
mined with the angle-integrating ESDIAD detector as co
pared to the measurements with the mass spectrometer
cate that this interpretation is unlikely.

Whether charge transfer between the ions and the rare
atoms occurs depends on the difference in the ionization
tentials. The gas-phase ionization energies of Kr~14.0 eV!,
Xe ~12.1 eV!, and H ~13.6 eV! are relatively close, which
would make charge-transfer processes possible, particu
for H1/Xe. Note that the ionization energy of oxygen~13.6
eV! is also comparable to those of Kr and Xe, yet cha
-
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transfer is not believed to play a major role in the O1 attenu-
ation mechanism.4,22 However, the exact value of the atten
ation cross section depends strongly on the details of
shape of the interaction potentials.

For H1 and D1 ions with the same kinetic energy, the D1

ions have an average velocity a factor of 1.4 smaller than
of the H1 ions. If charge transfer were a dominant attenu
tion process then the fact that the D1 ions spend more time
traversing the rare-gas film would lead to a higher char
transfer probability and, therefore, to a higher attenuat
cross section for D1 as compared to H1. Within our experi-
mental uncertainty, the opposite behavior is seen for H1 and
D1 through Xe, and no clear effect is seen for Kr. Althou
we cannot eliminate one-electron charge transfer, this s
gests that charge transfer is not the dominant process in
attenuation of H1 and D1 through rare gases. Note also th
other experimental and theoretical investigations at hig
H1 and D1 ion kinetic energies~100 eV–10 keV! have
shown that the isotope effect in a charge-transfer reac
cannot be explained in a simplistic model.29–31Although the
evidence is not conclusive, it appears that the attenuatio
H1 and D1 in transmission through rare-gas films is dom
nated by elastic scattering interactions rather than by cha
transfer. Large-angle elastic scattering~single or multiple
scattering! may lead to H1 (D1) being trapped in the film,
or being deflected back to the metal/H2O interface, where
effective neutralization can occur.

VI. SUMMARY

In order to develop a better understanding of the domin
processes that limit the survival probability of low ener
(<10 eV) ions penetrating through a condensed film of
oms or molecules, we have studied the simplest i
overlayer system, namely, the transmission of proto
through rare-gas solids. To search for a possible isotope
fect, we have also studied the transmission of deuter
through the rare-gas films. The ions with known kinetic e
ergy and angular distribution are produced by means of E
from a water-covered (H2O or D2O) Ru~0001! surface. The
ultrathin layers of rare gas~Kr or Xe! are condensed onto
that substrate.

Within the experimental uncertainty, there appears to b
small isotope effect (H1 attenuated more effectively tha
D1) for Xe, but not for Kr. By comparison of the H1, D1

data with previous measurements of O1 through Xe and Kr
films, we suggest that attenuation is dominated by elas
scattering interactions rather than charge transfer.

In order to investigate this issue further, experiments
planned using a different substrate as a proton source.
measurements may also include Ar as an overlayer film.
await the results of molecular dynamics calculations a
other theoretical investigations to provide us with more
sight into the nature of the dominant attenuation process
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